RESCUE HOIST SYSTEM SLG-300
SALES PROMOTION
This sales bulletin provides our customers a discounted pricing offer to
upgrade their helicopters with Rescue Hoist system SLG-300 set.
INTRODUCTION
The rescue hoist system SLG-300 consists of
airborne boom 8MH-9636-000 and electric winch
which are mounted inside the helicopter near the
sliding cargo cabin door.
Such combination ensures the simultaneous
lifting of two persons; at the same time, with the help
of booms electrical turn mechanism both persons can
be drawn inside the helicopter without major efforts.
The boom and the hoist are operated by a
rescue team operator using portable control console.
This console incorporates all control needed to
operate the system: direction and speed of the hoist,
extraction/retraction of the boom, length of the rope.
The control is easily operated by one hand.
If needed or in case of emergency, pilots can
control the hoist system; pilots control has the
priority over hoist operator’s signals. Control console
has additional intercom button, so hoist operator can
communicate with pilots and other rescue team
members.
MAIN FEATURES:

TECHNICAL DATA:

-

Performance:
- Rated load: 661 lbs (300 kg)
- Retracting speed: 0,3 – 1,4 m/s
- Extension speed: 0,5 – 2 m/s
- Cable length: 63,5 m

Capability 300 kg (two persons);
Cable length 60 m;
Internal installation on the airborne
boom.

Power requirements:
- DC Voltage: 28 VDC
- AC Voltage: 115/200 V, 400Hz, 3Ph
- Current: 10,5 – 26 A

Hoist in flight position

Hoist in extended position

PRICING
The Rescue Hoist SLG-300 set including boom 8MH-9636-000 under this promotion is
offered at the following prices:
1. Rescue Hoist SLG-300 set including boom 8MH-9636-000
(equipment only):
2. Installation on helicopter (including installation kit):
3. Delivery:

230 000,00 USD
9 900,00 USD
TBD

For comparison, standard pricing of Rescue Hoist SLG-300 set including boom 8MH-9636000 is 310 000,00 USD (equipment only).
Listed below are not included in this offer and will be charged separately:
- flight tickets for installation team (two technicians)
- hotel (3*) and meals (3x/d) for installation team (10 days for one helicopter)
- local transportation
- visas
- delivery
DELIVERY
This offer is based on “first come – first served” basis.
Two sets of equipment are available in stock at the moment of issue of this sales bulletin
and can be dispatched immediately after order confirmation.
Installation kit will be manufactured according particular order within approx 1 month.
PAYMENT CONDITIONS
Our standard payment conditions are following*:
50% advance payment
30% before delivery of equipment
20% within 10 office days after delivery of equipment / installation
* Subject to negotiations
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